UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 7
901 NORTH 5TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66101

JAN .1 82012
Mr. John Hoke
Missouri Department of Natural Resources
Water Protection Program
P.O. Box 176
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102-0176
Dear Mr. Hoke:
This letter transmits the comments ofthe U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 7, on
Missouri's proposed rulemaking to the state's water quality standards (10 CSR 20-7.031) published on
December 1, 2011? in the Missouri Register. On August 12, 2011, the EPA provided comments on the
draft rulemaking that served as the basis for the Missouri Department of Natural Resources' Regulatory
Impact Report. We understand that the public comment period on the current rulemaking closes on
January 18, 2012. The EPA appreciates this opportunity to provide additional feedback on proposed
changes in the WQS.
:

General Comments.
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S6r.1e~.0'(ih~ 1i6posed 'chaiig~!~ iii-e\ikt~~(lcir f6p~t)'lvia~Gf6fffik~X:1~ii~idn:: ON)\;;ri~tiGiar.tis'e;)' ;'~, ::;n;
des~~~ti~~s to hundiidr~fadditibriai~~t~~·bodi~kiri :Mis1dtift bth~t~~~st~bf[sfhdatg'e7nuInber of
~e~'~~~~ri~ WQ crit~~i~,~early'~ll of'which' at~' COhsi~teniwith'~idartce'publiShed..bytlie :EPN':' ,:

Uild~r Section 304(a) ofth~Cie~ Water Act'.·The~e proposed changes'are noteworthy in their .. '

overall scope, and their adoption should help to ensure further improvements in water quality
throughout Missouri. This rulemaking will move the state closer to the Clean Water Act's
requirement to assign default uses and corresponding criteria to all waters ofthe United States in
Missouri. We look forward to working with the Missouri Department ofNatural Resources, the
state's Clean Water Commission, and stakeholders to collaboratively address any watersof the U.S.
that are not covered under this rule.
(2) To provide for the fullest possible use ofthe tabular information included in the WQS (particularly
Tables G and H), we would encourage theMDNR to consider delineating water body segments on
the basis oflatitude and longitude and arranging water body entries by Hydrologic Unit Code and
segment number. The development of an official set of maps, illustrating the location of water body
segments li~ed in Tabies G and H, likewise would make water bodydelineations and beneficial use
, . ~~sigp~tiQ~.rrio;e~m;,~p~~rittb'tiie"ptibli&·We-riot(dlia:i~;iie·w ge'o~pati~datibase'is~bein{;' :.:';. ':
• :) a~L:··."';: . "/:' ,:: . '~·~·:.··l;.·.···.
o":;::-r:-' .. ~...
.
;.\. ~ ••. ~ .
"
o" .,. .. , •.~. ,
'. ' deve1ope(fbytlH~ 1\1bNIfWitli fespecfto;bert;efidanise'designati'Oii~;;(10'CSR 20-1~03l(2)(D); see
,'~-,,:·cwnments:·bel~w). We hope this effort will lead to the refinement of Tables G and H and to the
... publication of maps depicting the location of individual water body segments in Missouri.
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Specific Comments
(3) 10 CSR 20-7.031(1)(E)7 - This provision introduces a new stream classification,
Class E.
.
(ephemeral). Previous references to "classified" and "unclassified" waters have beenremoved from
,tb,e,WQS.. Inparagraph.IO CSR,2077.0~1(4)(1). deletion of the.word t'unclassified" could.be., .' . ....
.«: ,j~t~;P~~ted·.~~: k~~.asing·.th·~· n~~~rof wa!e~.bodi~s IP.'Mi'ssOuij·e~~~pted from the'.appHcat(Qn·of"'.:
". ch!o~i~ criteria. Tile· re~i~ed 'j,rovision reads "Waters hi mixing zones'and waters which support .'
aquatic life on an intermittent basis shall be subject to [a prohibition on acute toxicity]." However,
Table H lists a number of intermittent (Class C) streams subject to both acute and chronic criteria.
We would suggest that 10 CSR 20-7.031(1)(E)7 be amended to read "Waters in mixing zones and in
Class E streams shall be subject to [a prohibition on acute toxicity]."
(4) 10 CSR 20-7.031(l)(F) - The phrase "recreationally important fish species" is used repeatedly in
'.. this regulation and.represents a major consideration.in the allocation 9f.\Y'.\t.ers .~ong the f9110~ng "
. aquatic' life" uses: general warm-wafer; cool-water, cold-water, and' limited '~a1ID:water fisheries.· .·
Given the importance of this phrase to the implementation of the WQS, we believe it should be
defined in 10 CSR 20-7.031(1).
(5) 10 CSR 20-7.031(l)(F)l.A - This provision applies the general wann-waterfishery definition to "all
Ozark Class C and P streams, all streams with 7QlO flows of more than 0.1 cfs, all PI streams, and
all lakes so designated by this lUle."However, some streams listed in Table H are designated for the
cold water fishery use (e.g., Center Creek) or cool water fishery use (e.g., Pomme de Terre River)
even though they are Ozark.ClassC or :P systems or arc characterized by 7Q 10 flows greater than
OJ .cubic
feet per. second.
Please explain.this.apparent
discrepan~y.·...
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(6) 10 CSR 20-7.031(l)(V) -:- The definition for'~'Vari~ce;"give~"inthisp;0v'ision:sI1-Ouldbfd'e~isedin a
manner that acknowledges' (ajvariances are time-limited, (b) they do not forgo the currently' .
designated use and (c) they must be reviewed and approved 'by the EPA, consistent with CWA §
303(c). Variances must also bejustified in accordance with 40 CFR 13 1.1O(g).
(7) 10 CSR 20-7.031(2) - This new section addresses the designation of beneficial' uses in some detail.
However, it should explicitly acknowledge the need to protect downstream waters, pursuant to 40
CFR 131.1OCb). V!e would recommend the inclusion of an additional paragraph in "thissection,
containing the following language or similar language: "In designating the uses of a water body, and
in establishing the appropriate criteria for those uses, the commission shall take into consideration
the water quality goals of downstream waters and shall ensure that its water quality standards
provide for attainment of the water quality standards of downstream waters."
(8) 10 CSR 20-7.031 (2)(G) ~ This provision adopts a specific set of recreational Use Attainability
Analysis protocols by reference, thus establishing with some certainty how.recreational UAAs are
.' performed.in Missouri. Incontrast, 1 o"CSR 20-7.031 (2)(H) reads "UAA intended for aquatic life':
..'.1.- protection' shalf be' performediii'accordance with methods-and procedures approved- by- the' .,' .:»: -,
commission." We would recommend incorporating a reference to a specific set of aquatic life'UAA
protocols. It is our understanding that Missouri has made some progress in developing UAA
procedures applicable to the aquatic life use. Please confirm whether or not this is the case and

.. :

provide an indication as to when the MDNR expects to adopt a specific set of aquatic life UAA
protocols. As protocols of this kind are developed by the MDNR, please bear in mind that any
procedure or revision constituting a change in (or affecting the implementation of) the Missouri .
.
WQS must be submitted to the EPA for review andapproval..
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(9).10 CSR2n':7.031{2)(1) ., This provision, reads; in part.v'anynew effluent' limltationsfor discharges .
~e~ted'bY ·~:hB~cti()rt (2)(A)" bfthi~ role shall be:iIriplemerliecl 'WIthin :~(reas~riabletllti~:'~Cfieduiifor
achieving fullcompliance, described in apermit or o~~r legallyenforceablemechanism.":": : .
However, anytimeallowedfor compliance s·chedtiles· mustbe consistentwith the CWAaild Its:
implementing regulations.We would direCttheMDNR' s attention·to' ·40 CPR 122A 7; particularly
the "when appropriate," "as soon as possible," and "Interim 'dates' language found at 40"CFR
122.47(a), 122.47(a)(1), and 122.47(8.)'(3). In addition, the MDNRshotildc<msult the May 16~'2007,
memorandum from James Hanlon, EPA, addressing compliance schedules for water quality-based
.
effluent limitations in Natiorial Pollutant Discharge and Elimination System permits. This
memorandum is.available online 'at ·http://water.epa.govllawsr.egs(guidance/wetlands/upload!.signedhanlon-memo.pdf.
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(10) 10 CSR 20-7.031(5) - This provision reads, iII part, "The specific criteria shall apply to waters
contained in the use designation dataset and Tables G and H of this rule." We would caution that the
use'd~signation dataset will carry regulatory weight only if (a)a specific versionis clearly defined
and adopted by reference in the WQS,{b) it is included with other WQS elements during the public
reviewprocess, and (c) it receives the-approval:of the EPA. It isourunderstanding that the dataset
will-be used to track UA.A-supported·changesin beneficial use-designations,thereby serving as an
impo:i£ht tool during the triennial WQS;eview an&ievisiort'~proc'e~s';:Also', 'itis' our. Urider~{analrig
.that .~~.MDNR intends to clearly define the dataset to include all waters receiving the use" ...,.
designations ~~t forth in ·10 CSR 20-7.()3 t (2)(A). Please Ciarif)'whetherfuis .IS the'MnNR>s .
intention.
(11) 10 CSR 20-7.031(5)(A) - This provisionreads, in part, "The maximum chronic toxicity criteria in .
Tables AI, A2, B2, and B3 shall apply to waters designated for the indicated uses given in the use
designation dataset and Tables G and H;' The significance of the word "maximum" in this sentence
is unclear. Literally.interpretedaitcould signify !4~ largest criteria represented in the referenced
tables. We would suggest that "maximum" be deleted from the sentence. Also, the use designation
dataset should'be clearly defined, as articulated in the preceding paragraph.
(12) 10 CSR 20-7.031(5)(B)1- This provision pertains to toxic substances and reads, in part, "Water
contaminants shall not cause the criteria in Tables AI, A2, A3, B1, B2, and B3 to be exceeded."
However, Tabl~ A3 refers to dissolved oxygen (not a "toxic substance") and also to minimum rather

than I?aXim~_ allow~b.le ..c0l1cen~a~io~: .'AT e ~otethat T~b.le A:3 ~s ad.ct.ress~q, ~,a. .~~~-~lo.D.:e· : "';
paragraph in 1O:.C.SR ~O~ 7.031(5)(J). Therefore, we question the.need to referto. thistable in·l.G ~SR .
.::20-7-;031~5.)(B}r.:. ' : :'. :."
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(13) 10 CSR 20-7.031 (5)(B)2.A.II - This provision indicatesthat acute and chronic criteria for metals
(other than mercury) are expressed in the WQS as dissolved concentrations. However, the chronic
criterion for selenium presented in Table A1 is expressedas a total metal concentration. To maintain
consistencybetween this table aridthe textual portion of the:WQS; we would recommend thatthe
total (actually, the total-recoverable) criterionfor selenium(5'micrograms per liter) be convertedto
~eqilivaJ.~ni di~s~iv~& concentration(4'.6 "Il'giL) usingthe formula CMCdiss. = 0~922'(CMCtot. rec.):'
Suchan action would be consistent \Vith C'WA § 304(a)gui'dance.. . . '

". "an

(14) 10 CSR 20-7.031 (5)(B)6 - This provision reads "Metals criteria for which toxicity is hardness
dependentare in equation format in Table A2." We would point out that the referenced table also
contains(a) hardness- and sulfate-dependent criteria for chloride, (b) hardness- and chloride.dependent criteria for sulfate and (c) pH-dependent criteria for pentachlorophenol,
(15) 10 CSR 20-7.031(5)(1) - This provision reads, in part, "All streams and lakes shall conform to

'state and federal limits for radionuclides establishedfor drinking water supply." We interpret this to
mean that published maximum contaminant levels for radionuclides apply to all surface waters in
Missouri other than wetlands.'We note that publishedMaximum Contaminant Levels for nonradionuclide parameters have been included as DrinkingWater Standards criteria in Table AI; To .
facilitate the application of 10 CSR 20-7.031(5)(1); and to enhance public transparency, a separate
table
presentingthe MCLs
for radionuclide parameters should be included in the WQS and
.
.
.
referencedin this provision.
.

' - .

(16) 10' CSR' 20-7.03.1 (5)(MY-'This provision deals with thedevelopmentand application ~fvJQ
. crite.ri~ f~~ carcinogenic sUbsta~we;. It r~ad~~.ihPart,'\.\s~w~}ptiol1§.~e ~()..(2)' liter~'6fwat~r~d six
"'. and one-half (6.5) grams of fish 'consumed [per.person] per day." 'Although this language h~~ot'
changed appreciably from previousWQS, we would note that a value of 17.5 grams per person per
day representsthe 90th percentile (freshwater)fish consumptionrate for adults in the United States
(see Section 5.1.1.1, Table 4, in: U.S. EPA. March 2000. Estimated Per Capita Fish Consumption in'
the United States, Office of Water, Office of Scienceand Technology, Washington, DC). This
consumption rate has been applied by the EPA as a national default value in the development of
human health criteria for carcinogenic substancesand non-carcinogenic substances alike (U.S. EPA.
...·Octobcr,2000. Methodology.for Deriving Ambient Water Quality Criteria for the Protection:oj
Human Health (2000). Office of Water, Office of Scienceand Technology, Washington, DC). The
EPA recommends applying this default consumption rate when developing criteria protective of
sport anglers. A.higher default consumptionrate, 142.4 grams per day, should be applied when
developingcriteria protective ofsubsistence fishers. The EPA's methodologyprovides additional
recommendations for other sensitive subpopulations, such as women of childbearingage and
children younger than l 4 years. Based on this information, the freshwater fish consumption rate
given in thedraft revised V1,QS, (65grams:per person per dayjshouldbeincreased.toat least 17.5
grams p~t:Per.sp~~pet:,d~i:::~ ~': ,',:;. ::':.'," '
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(17), 10 CSR 20-7.031 (11) - This provision reads, in part, "Compliance with new or revised [NPDES]
or Missouri operating permit limitations based on criteria in this rule shall be achieved with all
deliberate speed and in accordance with federal regulation...." It is unclear whether the phrase
"criteria in this 'rule" is limited in its application to .new or .revised:.WQS.established after .1977..,.
.While.. appropriate to restrict the application of compliance schedules .~() newpennit Iimitations, ,::1
application
also must .
be restricted
to new
established.
after.I 977. See
In.the.Matter
.
'
..
.. or . revisedWQS.
.
. '.
.
.. ....
. ..
.
ofStar-Kist Caribe, Inc., 3 E.A.D~ 172,175, 177 (1990). Additionally, the EPA interprets the .
incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 122.47 to mean that all compliance schedules will be issued
only ''when appropriate" and "as soon as possible." Please confirm whether this is MDNR's
intended interpretation.
'
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(18)

10 CSR 20-7.031(12)(A) - This provision addresses the subject of variances and should ?e
modified to acknowledge that (a) variances are time-limited and (b) their application does not forgo
the applicable designated use or uses. We would recommend inserting the word ''temporary'' in front
of the word "variance" so that the provision reads "The departinent may grant, to an applicant for an
NPDES or Missouri operating permit, a temporary variance to a waterquality-based effluent
limitation or water quality standard found in the operating permit [emphasis added]." Also, we .
would suggest amending the second sentence in 10 CSR 20-7.031 (12)(A)1 to read "A temporary
variance does not affect, nor does it require the department to modify, any previously established
standard.criterion, or designated use." Lastly, the word "must" rather than "shall" must be used in .
the second sentence of 10 CSR 20-7.031 (12)(D) ..

(19)

Table Al - This table contains a rather large number of numeric criteria and would be more
.,
readilyunderstandable if it included a descriptive title and, perhaps;footnotes. To maintain'
consistenby betweenthe table and the narrative information providedin
CS:R. 20-7~031(5)(Bri.A,
the table Should denote which criteria are expressed 'as dissolved concentrations and which are
expressed as total recoverable concentrations. Additional comments concerning this table are
provided below:

to

j

...

,

• Criteria for E. coli are referenced under the headings "other inorganic substances" and' "chronic
[criteria]." A separate table (or sub-table) should be provided for all bacteriological parameters
.and associated recreational criteria.
• "Nitrate-nitrogen"
of the table.

or "nitrate-N'" should 'be substituted for the wordvnitrates" irithe first column

• The drinking water supply criterion given for meta-dichlorobenzene apparently does not
correspond to any published MCL or health advisory level. Please identify any informational
sources describing the scientific rationale for this criterion, and provide an explanation as to why
the criterion is considered protective of the DWS use.
, .: The reference to "total trihaloacetic acids" should read "total h;U~aceticacids" (HAA5).· The:
HAA5 category includes monochloroacetic acid, dichloroacetic acid; trichloroacetic acid, . :','
llionobromoacetic acid and dibromoacetic acid.
5

.

• Nonylphenol is not listed in Table A I, even though the EPA has published acute and chronic .
criteria for this parameter. Please explain why nonylphenol has been omitted from this table..
• Table A1 presents'acute and chronic criteria for phenol; however, aquatic life criteria have .not
. ';:" ." been.published.forthis parameter under §: 30.4(a).of the CWA. Please .identifyany.informational
';.\, r;sowces describing the-scientific,~atiop.ale lor these criteria and provide .an explanation as to why
the..criteria.are
considered.protective
of the aquatic
life ".use. : .
'. .
.
.
.
.
,-

~

.

.

• A chronic criterion is presented'in the table for aldrin, but this criterion applies to saltwater
systems rather than inland waters.
• The DWS criterion given for carbaryl apparently does not correspond to any published MCL or
health advisory value. Please identify any informational sources describing the scientific
rationale for this criterion, and provide an explanation as to why the criterion is considered
protective of the DWS use.
• The table does not contain DWS criteria for ammonia, boron, bromate, chloramine, chlorine,
chlorine dioxide, chlorite, chloroform, endothall, endrin, ethylbenzene, manganese,
methoxychlor, molybdenum, monochlorobenzene, nickel, perchlorate, pentachlorophenol, silver,
strontium, styrene, tetrachloroethylene, trichloroethane (1, I, I,2-), 2,4,5-TP (Silvex),
trichlorobenzene (l,2,4-),white phosphorus Or zinc. However, MCLs, lifetime health advisory
values, or both have been published by the EPA for each of these parameters. Please explain why
these parameters have been omitted from the table.
(20) TableA2:'-' This table presents(a) hardness-dependent equations for the calculation of acute and/or
chronic criteria for seven metals, (b) hardness- and-chloride-dependent equations for the calculation
of acute and chro~c criteria for sulfate, (c) hardness- and sulfate-dependent equations for the '
calculation of acute lind chronic criteria for chloride, and (d) pH-dependent equations for the
calculation of acute and chronic criteria for pentachlorophenol. The table is rather complex and
would be more readily understandable if it contained a descriptive title. Also, the equations
presented for the seven metals are either somewhat out of date or incorporate values for Constants
that contain too many digits, thus inflating the implied degree of precision. For example, the value "..
3.062490" in the acute equation for cadmium should be "-3.924" (i.e., replaced with the most
recently published value) and the value "-4.704797" in the chronicequation for lead should be -,
4:705" (i.e., rounded to the third decimal place). The most recent' § 304(a) guidance for the seven.
metals can be found at: http://water.epa.gov/scitech/swguidance/standards/current/index.cfin.. With
respect to the sulfate criteria presented'in Table A2, we note that no entry has been provided under
the "CAS #" header. The applicable Chemical Abstracts Service number for the sulfate ion is 1878572-3.
(21) Table A3.- This table presents the minimum allowable dissolved oxygen concentrations for coldwater, warm- waterand cool-water-fisheries. We believe this table would benefit from a descriptive
header, as would all other tables included in the Missouri WQS.

6

(22)

Table H - The fiscal note accompanying the draft revised WQS indicates that whole body
contact use designations have been removed from 111 stream segments based on recent V AA
findings. However, we count only 105 instances in the table where this appears to be the case. The
:_-EPAwill defer any further comments on proposed changes in this.table, pending review of the.
: supporting VAAs. It is our understanding that the.Metropolitan Saint Louis Sewer District and its
'.. corisultants'havesubmitted 'new informationto the MDNR.supporting the designatiorrof'azfi.emile segment of the Mississippi River 'for secondary coritactrecreation~bt1t not wholebody contact .
recreation. We look forward to reviewing this information, along with the VAAs supporting the
various changes madeto TablesG arid H.'
.' .
.

The EPA appreciates the MDNR's continuing efforts to protect the waters of Missouri and to coordinate
With stakeholders on proposed rulemakings ofthis kind. Thank you again for providing us this
. opportunity to comment on the proposed changes in the state's WQS. We look forward to working with
you on this and future revisions of these regulations. If you would like to discuss the above comments in
.. greaterdetail, please.contact meat (913) 551-7821 or Bob Angelo of my staff at (913) 551-7060. .
, ....

Sincerely,
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Karen A. Flournoy
Director
Division
..Water, Wetlands and Pesticides
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